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EricLaurent*
Mental representationsas simulated affordances:
not intrinsic, not so much functional, but
intentionallv-driven
Abstract'.The goal of this paperis to discussthe statusof mental
representatons
(MR).Theproposed
viewessentially
agrees
with Auletta's
fthis issue] argumentson the power of intention in dehning
representational
contents,but firrtherquestions
the articulationbetween
intentionalityand the functionalityof representations,
in light of an
affordance-based
approach
to theoriginsofmentalstates.
"Noussommes,
nous,de notrecôtë,arrivé à la conclusion
de l'irréductibilité du psychiqueauphysique.Cependant,
notreespritdemande,
pour ainsi dire avecinstance,qu'on
ne le séparepqs par un abîmedu mondematériel où il
habite, qu'on rétablisseI'unitë entre le physique et le
psychique". JosephDelbæuf(1876: 1 05).
As Auletta statesin his targeTpape.', many authorsin philosophy
are prone to establish the intrinsic nature of representaûons.It is
noteworthy that mainstreamcognitive psychology similarly views
representahonsas the result of internali2iire the éxternal wôrld and
its physical principles (Shepard,1994). Môreover, the debatewith
alternative proposals is highly contemporary (e.g.
-an Todd &
Gigerelzer, 20Ol). Consistent[,,Auletta has profoseà interesting
view of representations
and has done a nicejob in demonsfratingthe
need for considering the dynamics of thê relationship betÉeen
representing and represented entities. He has overcomè a major
problem hardly solvable by many other theories of representations:
The contradictory opposition between a consistent, Iinear mental
space,and a variable,non-linearbiological space.Auletta suggeststo
ground represenûationsat the interaction between the individual
engagement and the nature of the external wodd, so -that
representationsare not the result of a linear internalization of the
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world but rather of a fimamic engagementof intention. Though I am
very sympatheticto these ideas, I would suggestapartial refinement
of ielàtively more puzzling parts of Auletta's proposal.This shall
involve réconsidering tËe' stqtus of intedtionality and the
functionalityof MR.
In Auletta's view, the power of intentionality is related to the
definition of what is to be uied in the external world for elaborating a
MR. However, how intenionality is embodied in order to connect
not clear. The point can,be
the externalobject to its represeniationis "I
am not excluding that
illusfiated by ihe author'i arguments:
animals sucli as reptiles or fiih or others can show an intentional
behavior.I just leavèthe questionopen [...]. On the otherhand I find
very interesting that Millikan [...] does not hesitate to attibute
inténtionality to bees and also to bacteria. For her (and also fq *ç)
intentionality does not require rationality'' (ibid.: l5). ls
intentonality independent froà rationality bécausè this is jupt a
semanûctoôl used by researchersto describe the direction of the
individual engagementin the environment? Or is intentionality a
psychological-realitythat may or may not (accordingto the setting)
be indepéndentfroin rationaiitv? I iropose to distùeuish betweèn
two modes of infonnation prôcessiirg,'which are associatedwith
dffirent levels of functionàlity in MR and dffiren levels of
intentionality.
The first mode would be independentfrom awareness,which is
"high-ranging" animals. At this first ler el,
hold to characterize
intentionality would be-embodied from basic needs: What is
lor the
nrocessedin the environmentcorrespondsto what is useful
-affords
the
iatisfaction of theseneeds.For example,a given situation
animal to catch its prey. In this case,information is functional and
there is no need to nientallv elaborate"sensory information. be in
reptiles or in man. The environmental usefulness can be ilirectly
eitracted by sensestrough affordances and coupled to action. The
cyclesdoesnot require re- presentation
relianceon perception-action
of inlormation tô higher-levei structures.Then. if functionality of
MR is questioned tÉs is not because they are nôt funcûonai, in
natute,but rather becausethey are notfunctional Jrtr somepurposes
that âte better handled bi local frocessing. In this' context,
intentionality should be consideredas a semantic tool (used by
researchers) rather than as a pragmatic constraint being under
cognitive control.
The secondmode of informalion processingwould be restricted
"high-rangfts" 4nipsls that are hold to bé characterizedby a
to
It is proposedthat MR are an echo ol
differàt leve*loT a\Mareness.
whole individuà1.Tltey reflect somethingthat
of the"external
the ensas.ement
world", but raiheithe stateof théown
is not t-he-state
of the
in the world. In this framework, MR can be seen as
engagement
"end-products"
of information processing.Emergrng from
syitietic
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an ever-changing subject-environmentcoupling, they evolve with
time as a function of local affordances. At this level, MR are
functional. Synthetic information that is mentally elaborated
'desertes
highêrJevel goals involving conceptual mairipulaûon. In
this context, concepts are thought of as a means 61 5r.mmarizinga
variable realttv and "simulating" a slobal affordance on the basis of
what this reairty affords at âny l6cal levêl of our processing of
information. Consequently, what is called the "rational root of
inûentionalbehavior" might consist in no more than perceiving and
operating synthetically tihe divergence between the ireeds anl the
state of the coupling between the individual and his or her
en\'l-ronment.
A firther interest in this conception arises from its biological
plausibility: The two modes canbe related to what Berthoz (1997,
27-30) in neurobiology designsas the conservqtive and the proiective
proceésesof the braiî. The?rst is older in the evolutionarytime and
its function is to maintain certain local variables within boundaries.
which are defined bv intended actions. The second is more receni
and allows the brairi "to play" information, either in touch or not
[e.g.in dreams]with sensoryor motor information.
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